
Physics 250 Homework 2

Due: Wednesday, April 30

1. (Problem 1 is written as a tutorial. For maximum benefit, write directly on this page.)
Imagine that you have measured a particular galaxy’s ellipticity on each of two images, image
A and image B. On image A you have measured eA with uncertainty σA and on image B you
have measured eB with uncertainty σB. You wish to combine the two measurements into
one estimate ê of the true ellipticity e in an optimal way.

Clearly, ê will involve some function of eA and eB. Let’s just assume that eA and eB will
enter only linearly. Write down ê as a general linear combination of eA and eB without yet
worrying about the values of the coefficients:

The estimation error ẽ is defined as the difference between ê and e. We want ê to be
unbiased, that is, we want the expectation value E[ẽ] to be zero. Using the above definitions,
write out the full expression for E[ẽ] and set it to zero:

Now, it is helpful to view eA as e plus some random variable with zero mean. Likewise
for eB. Substitute that into your expression:

Now, you should be able to evaluate the expectation value of each part of your expression,
and simplify the result into a constraint on the coefficients of your linear combination:

You have derived one constraint from the condition that your estimator be unbiased. We
will now derive another from the condition that it be optimal. Write the expectation value
of the squared error, E[ẽ2]:
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To simplify, assume that images A and B are uncorrelated, that is, if δA and δB are the
random parts of your measurement, E[δAδB] = 0.

Take the derivative of this expression with respect to your unknown coefficient and set
it to zero. This will minimize the mean square error and will result in an expression for the
coefficients in your linear combination.

Now that you know your coefficients, plug them back into your expression for E[x̃2] and
derive a simple expression for E[x̃2].

Finally, write down the full expression for ê:

Comment on this expression. Does it make sense in the limit of equal measurement
errors? In the limit of one measurement error being much smaller than the other?

Imagine that instead of your optimal estimator ê you simply took an unweighted mean of
your two measurements. Show that this estimator is unbiased. Again, it may help to write
out eA and eB as true values plus random variables:

What is the variance of this estimator? As before, assume that images A and B are
uncorrelated.
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What is the ratio of this variance to the variance in the optimal estimator?

Evaluate this ratio for σA = σB and for σA = 3σB. Is the simpler estimator just slightly
suboptimal?

2. Now drop the assumption that the errors are uncorrelated. Let E[δAδB] = pσAσB,
where p is a correlation coefficient which ranges from -1 to 1. Derive the optimal estimator
and its variance. What happens when p = ±1? Why?

3. What if instead you drop the demand that the estimator be unbiased? Can you find
an estimator which gives a lower variance? Is it practical?

4. Consider a 1-dimensional galaxy image with an exponential profile, I = I0 exp(−x/x0).
You measure the intensities I1 and I2 at two points x1 and x2. The uncertainties σ1 and
σ2 are not identical. Find an unbiased estimator for I0 which is linear in I1 and I2. As in
Problem 1, first find a form which is constrained to be unbiased, without worrying about
what the coefficients are. Now make it optimal and derive the value of the coefficients. What
is the mean square estimation error?
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